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About This Game

In the distant future, the X universe faces a period of profound and irrevocable change. While the universe stumbles towards an
uncertain future, countless adventures await as new enemies rise in search of power. Enter a young adventurer and his unlikely
female ally traveling in an old, battered ship with a glorious past - two people alone against the galaxy, playing a key part in the

events to come. The fate of the universe rests in the hands of the player...

X Rebirth represents a spectacular new beginning for the X series, offering loyal fans and newcomers alike a vast, vivid and
extremely detailed universe to explore throughout the game. Varied gameplay elements such as action-packed space combat,
detailed trading mechanics and high-speed space exploration with fast travel allow players to experience a truly unique space

saga that will keep them hooked for dozens of hours. X Rebirth features a whole new user experience - it is easier than ever to
start with, and remains as deep as fans expect it.

FEATURES

TRADE! A fully simulated economy that means your actions really do matter. Travel the space highways to find profit in
gigantic space cities, swarming with ships and drones.

++ Every ship you see has a task. Stop a freighter from reaching its destination and its cargo will be stopped too, causing prices
to rise. ++

FIGHT! From small scale skirmishes to epic fleet encounters, battles in the X Universe know no limits. Choose to fight for the
military, work for the police or be a lawless pirate, or if you prefer just fight when you need to defend yourself - it's up to you.
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++ Take the action right into massive structures. Target turrets and shield generators to weaken your enemy, damage engines
and jump drives to prevent their ships from escaping, or stop their factories producing to cripple their economy. ++

BUILD! Create your own empire! From trading stations to large factories, farms to hightech military complexes, everything can
belong to you. Build for trade and profit or to strengthen your military presence and dominate your enemies.

++ Extend and upgrade your stations to make them operate more efficiently, with every element visible in glorious animated
detail. Harvest your own resources to keep your empire running smoothly. ++

THINK! A rich, detailed history and a deep complex plot await you, but you are free to decide when and where to take part.
Explore the universe at your own pace - choose your own path and create your own destiny.

++ Get up-close and personal with aliens and humans alike. Land on stations, meet people, then accept missions from them or
hire them as crew members for your ships. ++

TRADE, FIGHT, BUILD, THINK... in the X Universe - the biggest sandbox this side of the galaxy.
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Title: X Rebirth
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Egosoft
Publisher:
Egosoft
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 (64-bit), Windows 8 (64-bit), Windows 7 SP1 (64-bit), Vista SP2 (64-bit), XP SP3 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel i-Series at 2GHz or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GT400 series with 512MB RAM or better, ATI 4870HD with 512MB RAM or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card

English,German,Italian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,French,Korean
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This is a crisper rendition of an airport, ground textures are better and the overall quality is better than previous relaeses from
Feelthere.
However, there are still a few bugs in the game but they dont really get in the way of controlling your airport, unless you are one
of those that cant see past the bugs.
I think the bugs stem from the core package of Tower3d Pro and the coding in that rather than in this airport DLC.
If you already have the core package then you will already know this, but it shouldnt stop you from buying this addon DLC.
It has a complex taxiway system with lots of crossovers and joining taxiways which will keep you on your toes.. Would be even
better if it was in English, NO way of changing the Language to English. Uninstalled as a result, Otherwise a great game. Please
translate to English or at least give us the option to change Language at the Main Menu, Not everyone can read foreign
languages. This DLC has its uses for the concrete bucket, but otherwise is not much different than the other tower crane in
terms of useability other than extended height advantage. If you like the game, its a good edition, but I wish they would bring
out a larger variety of heavy equipment, and optimize the game performance under the Unity engine, when in the city..
Deceptively simple. Easy to pick up and play but still difficult enough to be rewarding. It's not laugh-out-loud funny, but i still
found the dialogue humorous. Lots of nooks and secrets, which appealed to me. The doors and dungeons provided some
interesting puzzles. I got exactly what i wanted from it: a light, accesible Action RPG.

By far and away the most impressive part of this game is the fact that all the models and textures were built by hand. By modern
standards, no, this is not a graphical standout, but for those of us who can appreciate the effort that goes into final product, this
is well worth the price of admission.
. A good time waster if nothing else, but I really don't think it's worth the money. There are a lot of better games for free on
Newgrounds and other sites, so I don't think this is worth it.
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It looks bad, it feels bad, it is bad. its a waste of money. Neat little game that's a lot of fun with 3-4 players. My only complaint
is that is a little lacking in content.. love this game you can costumize your ships, build mega size ship, form fleet, etc i have alot
fun with this game and with the mod it's become more fun

unfortunately this game always crash when i build so many ship. I really love this game, there's so much detail! But Ill be honest
one thing that greatly dissapointed me was that I cant groom or ride the horses myself. :( I run this place 24\/7 and I get to watch
strangers ride my horses?! I had to spend a bunch of money to run this horse farm, my horse farm!!! But I cant ride or groom or
my own horses?! WTF?! Sorry but that was kind of the mayjor highlight of buying this game. :( Really disapointed, would have
been a perfect horse game otherwise. <\/3. Easy to use, good debugging options and nice UI, direct Python Reference, good
project managment. Everything that you can wish your python IDE has to have! :)
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